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A transverse domain wall ͑DW͒ switchable gate with a very high efficiency is experimentally demonstrated in Permalloy nanowires using a transverse T-shaped structure. DWs are found to either travel undisturbed through the open gate or to be strongly trapped in front of the closed gate only able to travel backwards. The opening and closing of the gate depends on the magnetic configuration of the gate and is controlled using externally applied magnetic fields. Micromagnetic simulations confirm the experimental results. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.3005586͔ Domain walls ͑DWs͒ are known to be pinned by topographical changes in an otherwise straight magnetic nanowire. Whether the topographical change takes the form of a ͑symmetrical or asymmetrical͒ protrusion, 1-3 a ͑symmetrical or asymmetrical͒ constriction, 1,4,5 or a pair of wires, 6 a DW will experience a modification of the potential lanscape in its vicinity and will therefore see its propagation field change. Understanding and controlling DW propagation in nanowires is at the core of DW based logic and memory devices. 7, 8 A switchable DW gate has been demonstrated 6 for vortex DWs, which, under the same applied field condition and under user control, can either be open and let DWs through or be closed and block the passage of DWs. The efficiency of such a gate depends on the discrimination between the transmission fields of a DW in the open and the closed states of the gate, but also on how low the transmission field in the open state is, so that the presence of an open gate would be as little disruptive as possible if placed in a complex magnetic circuit. In this paper, we experimentally and numerically demonstrate that a transverse arm ͑TA͒ placed on one side of a DW conduit acts like a very high efficiency gate. We find that a DW either travels almost unperturbed through the open gate or is so strongly trapped in front of the closed gate that it transmits through the gate at a field only slightly below the field required to switch the other side of the gate via nucleation of a new domain. The opening and closing of the gate depends on the micromagnetic configuration in the gate and is controlled by external magnetic fields.
200 nm wide nanowires were milled using focused 30 keV Ga + ions from a 7 nm thick, thermally evaporated Ni 80 Fe 20 film on Silicon substrate. 200 nm wide, 2 m long perpendicular arms were patterned in the same milling process. One end of each structure was shaped into a C for DW creation ͑see the top of Fig. 1͒ . High sensitivity, spatially resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect ͑MOKE͒ measurements were used to study experimentally the switching properties of the structures. Global 45°reset field pulses were used to control the magnetization in the TA and create DWs in the C part of the structure. The bold arrows in Fig. 1 show the directions of the applied field. H reset P ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ creates a DW in the bottom corner of the C and resets the magnetization in the TA downwards. In this case, the magnetization in the core of the DW and in the magnetization in the TA are parallel ͑P͒. The field is then reduced at 45°to a 10 Oe y offset of the same sign as the reset field pulse ͑to ensure that the DW remains in the bottom of the structure͒. The x component of the field is subsequently reversed in order to push the DW toward the trap ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. H reset AP ͑Fig. 1͑c͒͒ creates a DW in the top corner of the C and resets the magnetization in the TA upwards. The field is then reduced at 45°to a 10 Oe y offset of the opposite sign to the reset field pulse ͑to push the DW to the bottom of the structure͒. The x component of the field is subsequently reversed in order to push the DW toward the trap ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒. In this case, the magnetization in the core of the DW and the magnetization in the TA are antiparallel ͑AP͒. Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the x component of the applied magnetic field ͑a͒, together with the corresponding MOKE traces measured before ͓͑b͒ and ͑d͔͒ and after ͓͑c͒ and ͑e͔͒ the TA. The orientation of the TA and the part of the structure where the loop was measured are indicated in the insets. The DW is created during the negative part of H x and pushed during the positive part. When the MOKE laser spot is placed before the gate, sharp transitions are observed in both the P and AP cases when H x reaches the a͒ Electronic mail: d.petit@imperial.ac.uk. propagation field H P =7 Oe ͓left transitions in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑d͔͒, showing that a DW has been created which succesfully propagates toward the gate. When the laser spot is placed on the other side of the gate ͓Fig. 2͑c͒ and 2͑e͔͒, different behaviors are observed, depending on the orientation of the magnetization in the TA. In the P case ͑c͒, a sharp transition is observed when H x reaches H T P =10 Oe ͓lower dotted line in Fig. 2͑a͔͒ , whereas no switching is seen in the AP case ͑e͒ as long as the maximum field used to push the DW does not exceed 43 Oe ͓upper dotted line in Fig. 2͑a͔͒ . The TA does indeed act as a gate. For the same value of the external field in the range 10-43 Oe, it is closed when its magnetization is AP to the magnetization inside the core of the DW, and open when P. Furthermore, the DW travels through the open gate at an applied field only 3 Oe higher than H P : the presence of an open gate causes very little disruption. As H x is reversed in the open ͑P͒ configuration, a sharp transition is observed at −43 Oe on both sides of the gate ͓right transitions in Figs. 2͑b͒ and 2͑c͔͒. Sharp transitions at H N = Ϯ 43 Oe are also observed when no DW is initially present in the horizontal arm of the structure, showing that the DW in the P case has indeed transmitted through the gate and anihilated at the end of the wire, so that a new domain has to nucleate in order to switch the structure. In the closed ͑AP͒ case, switching of the left hand side of the nanowire ͓before the gate -right transition in Fig. 2͑b͔͒ is measured at −9 Oe when H x is reversed. This low ϳH P switching value shows that the original DW is indeed still present in front of the closed gate, able to back propagate as soon as a negative field of the order of the propagation field is applied.
Micromagnetic simulations were performed using the OOMMF package 9 ͑M S = 800ϫ 10 3 A / m, A =13ϫ 10 −12 J / m, 3.5ϫ 3.5ϫ 7 nm 3 cell size͒. The simulated area extended 1 m away from the gate in all directions. The simulations were performed quasistatically, with ␣ set to 0.5 to speed up the calculations. Transverse DWs are stable for our geometry and DW creation method.
1,10-12 A downward head to head DW was artificially placed next to the gate, and left to relax under the smallest horizontal field required so that the long range magnetostatic interaction between the gate and the DW does not cause the DW to move away from the gate ͓an applied field of 17.5Ϯ 2.5 Oe was necessary to overcome the repulsion between the positively charged DW and the positively charged junction in the P case, see Fig 3͑a͔͒. The horizontal field was then increased in 5 Oe steps, until the right hand side of the nanowire switched. Figure 3 shows the micromagnetic configurations calculated as the same downward DW is approaching a gate in the open ͑P͒ state ͑a͒, and in the closed ͑AP͒ state ͑c͒, and just before the right hand side of the structure switches ͓͑b͒ and ͑d͔͒. The simulations show that when the gate is in the open state, the DW simply enters the gate at H x = 17.5Ϯ 2.5 Oe, where it remains trapped until H x reaches the transmission field H T P = 22.5Ϯ 2.5 Oe, at which point the DW travels past the gate and switches the right hand side of the structure. Figure 3͑b͒ shows the micromagnetic configuration under 20 Oe applied field. In the closed state, the DW is strongly pinned in front of the AP gate. In order to propagate past the gate, the DW has to reverse the TA, which happens at H = 112.5Ϯ 2.5 Oe, when the original DW splits into two DWs, one which travels up and reverses the TA, and one which travels through the gate and reverses the other side of the structure. Figure 3͑d͒ shows the micromagnetic configuration under 110 Oe applied field. A transverse H y field of 20 Oe was applied in both the P and AP cases to mimic the experimental Ϯ10 Oe transverse field required in the experiment to move the DW in the bottom arm -the vertical field has been multiplied by two in the simulations to scale with the doubling of H T P field in the P case between experiments and simulations. The qualitative agreement between experiments and simulations is excellent, and confirm the findings of Ref. 1, namely that the relative orientation between the magnetization in the core of the transverse DW and the micromagnetic configuration at the trap is a fundamental parameter to describe the pinning FIG. 2. Horizontal field H x ͑a͒ and MOKE traces ͓͑b͒-͑e͔͒ measured before the gate ͓͑b͒ and ͑d͔͒ and after the gate ͓͑c͒ and ͑e͔͒ when the magnetization in the core of the incoming DW is P to the magnetization in the gate ͓͑b͒ and ͑c͔͒; and AP ͓͑d͒ and ͑e͔͒. The DW is created during the negative part of H x and pushed toward the trap during the positive part. properties of a given trap. The gate property is seen in the simulations, where a DW with core magnetization P to the magnetizationin the gate travels through at a much lower field ͑22.5Ϯ 2.5 Oe͒ than a DW with core magnetization AP to the magnetization in the gate. The simulations also confirm that a DW in the AP case remains trapped in front of the closed gate. If the horizontal component of the field is reversed before the right hand side of the structure has switched, then the DW can be pulled back from the front of the gate with a reverse field of 7.5Ϯ 2.5 Oe. This nonzero value is not due to a nonzero propagation field in the simulated wire, as no edge roughness has been included in the calculation. It is rather due to the attractive magnetostatic interaction between the positively charged DW and the negatively charged junction. This interaction was also seen experimentally where a reverse field 2 Oe higher than H P was needed to pull the DW back from the closed gate. Direct quantitative agreement between experiments performed at room temperature and simulations performed at zero temperature is not expected, 13 and the simulated switching fields are on average 50% higher than the experimental ones.
As a summary, we have demonstrated experimentally and numerically that a perpendicular arm placed on one side of a DW conduit acts as a DW gate, either letting DWs travel through with very little perturbation or completely blocking DWs in front of it. The gate is controlled by external applied fields via its magnetic configuration. It is open when its magnetization is P to the magnetization in the core of the incoming DW and closed when AP. In the closed state, we have shown that the DW is blocked in front of the gate from where it can be pulled back using a low horizontal field. 
